Telomerase contains an essential RNA, which includes the template sequence copied by the reverse transcription action of telomerase into telomeric DNA. Using phylogenetic comparison, we identified seven conserved sequences in telomerase RNAs from Kluyveromyces budding yeasts. We show that two of these sequences, CS3 and CS4, are essential for normal telomerase function and can base-pair to form a putative long-range pseudoknot. Disrupting this base-pairing was deleterious to cell growth, telomere maintenance, and telomerase activity. Restoration of the base-pairing potential alleviated these phenotypes. Mutating this pseudoknot caused a novel mode of shifting of the boundaries of the RNA template sequence copied by telomerase. A phylogenetically derived model of yeast TER structure indicates that these RNAs can form two alternative predicted core conformations of similar stability: one brings the CS3/CS4 pseudoknot spatially close to the template; in the other, CS3 and CS4 move apart and the conformation of the template is altered. We propose that such disruption of the pseudoknot, and potentially the predicted telomerase RNA conformation, affects polymerization to cause the observed shifts in template usage.
Telomerase adds short DNA repeats onto eukaryotic chromosome ends, compensating for losses caused by incomplete replication or degradation (Blackburn 1994) . The essential core components of this specialized reverse transcriptase are the telomerase RNA (TER) and a catalytic protein reverse transcriptase (TERT; Blackburn 2000) . A short templating sequence in TER is repeatedly copied by TERT onto the telomere 3Ј-ends. Telomerase RNAs, which are much longer than their templating domain sequences, appear to share a common core secondary structure, consisting of the template region and a pseudoknot, in ciliates and vertebrates (for review, see Blackburn 2000; Comolli et al. 2002; Chen and Greider 2003; Theimer et al. 2003) . Mutagenesis experiments have identified several functionally important bases in the nontemplate regions of several TERs (for review, see Blackburn 2000) .
Because addition of a mutated telomeric sequence can have deleterious consequences for the cell, synthesis of the correct DNA sequence onto telomeres by telomerase is critical in vivo. Template copying starts near the 3Ј-end of the templating domain sequence, and proceeds to its 5Ј boundary. The templating domain includes the template bases that are copied, plus a short sequence at its 3Ј-end (a repeat of the RNA sequence immediately preceding the 5Ј boundary of the template), which is used to align the DNA primer to be elongated but is not itself normally copied. In the budding yeast Kluyveromyces lactis, the 5Ј boundary of the template is normally demarcated by a TER helix (here called Helix H1; see below) located immediately 5Ј of the template (Tzfati et al. 2000) . The structure, but not the sequence, of Helix H1 is important for this function (Tzfati et al. 2000) . In telomerases of ciliates, the 5Ј boundary is set by the position of a conserved nearby sequence that interacts with the TERT protein (Lai et al. 2002) . Mutating these 5Ј-boundary-determining TER elements alters the sequence synthesized by telomerase (Prescott and Blackburn 1997; Tzfati et al. 2000; Lai et al. 2002) . Point mutations within the templating sequence of Tetrahymena TER can affect both the 5Ј and 3Ј boundaries used in vitro (Gilley and Blackburn 1996) . However, TER sequences outside the templating domain that affect 3Ј-boundary definition have not previously been reported.
Here, we present evidence that two phylogenetically conserved sequences, identified by phylogenetic comparison among budding yeast telomerase RNAs and called CS3 and CS4, base-pair to form a long-range pseu-doknot. Unexpectedly, CS3 and CS4 mutations also caused shifts in the 3Ј boundary of the template used by telomerase. The mutations caused deleterious cellular growth consequences comparable to those previously seen in human, yeast, and Tetrahymena cells when mutant repeats were added to telomeres via direct mutation of the template sequence itself (Yu et al. 1990; Gilley et al. 1995; Krauskopf and Blackburn 1996; Kirk et al. 1997; Smith and Blackburn 1999; Chan et al. 2001; Guiducci et al. 2001; Kim et al. 2001) . This is the first demonstration that specific TER sequences not included in the templating domain or its boundary element can cause template miscopying. From phylogenetic modeling of yeast TER structure, we propose that CS3 and CS4 are brought close to the template spatially by a set of RNA-RNA helices.
Results

A phylogenetically conserved set of primary sequences in Kluyveromyces telomerase RNAs
Segments totaling about half of the ∼1.3-kb TERs of the budding yeasts Kluyveromyces lactis and Saccharomyces cerevisiae are partially or completely dispensable for telomerase function (Roy et al. 1998; Livengood et al. 2002) . We cloned and sequenced TER genes from five additional Kluyveromyces yeast species that, together with K. lactis, form the "Kluyveromyces marxianus" cluster. Each TER gene encoded a single stable transcript ( Supplementary Fig. 1AS ). We mapped the 5Ј-and 3Ј-ends of the RNAs and determined their lengths to vary among the species from 928 nucleotides in Kluyveromyces nonfermentans to 1315 nucleotides in Kluyveromyces dobzhanskii. Alignment of the sequences allowed a phylogenetic tree to be drawn for the six Kluyveromyces species ( Supplementary Fig. 1BS ), and, despite the overall low sequence identity, identified seven conserved TER sequences, named CS1-CS7 (Fig. 1) .
Aligning the nucleotide sequence of TLC1, the S. cerevisiae TER, with those of the six Kluyveromyces TERs identified a few short sequences with varying degrees of similarity. CS1 (see Fig. 1A ) falls in a TLC1 region required for binding of Est2p, the TERT protein of S. cerevisiae . Block substitution of the TLC1 CS1 in vivo resulted in short but stable telomeres (Seto et al. 2002) . CS2 is in a bulged-stem secondary structure that is fully conserved among all seven TERs (Tzfati et al. 2000) , now called Helix H1, this work]. (B) Comparisons of CS1-CS7 primary sequences among the six Kluyveromyces species analyzed. CS1, CS2, and CS7 are shown aligned with their S. cerevisiae counterparts. CS3 is compared with the vertebrate telomerase RNA CR2 consensus sequence (Chen et al. 2000) . Shown in red underneath the sequences are human disease-associated mutations associated with dyskeratosis congenita (AG; Vulliamy et al. 2001 ) and aplastic anemia (Del; Vulliamy et al. 2002) , and two previously analyzed K. lactis mutations (Roy et al. 1998) . Conserved bases (*) or conserved purines or pyrimidines (^) are conserved in at least five out of six sequences. "R" denotes a pyrimidine (C or U) and "N" denotes any nucleotide.
from the Kluyveromyces species and S. cerevisiae and is a binding site of Est1p essential for telomerase function Seto et al. 2002) . Finally, CS7 shows sequence identity to the essential Sm binding site in TLC1 (Seto et al. 1999) . Like the TLC1 Sm site, CS7 matches the Sm consensus sequence, and is located near the 3Ј-end of each Kluyveromyces TER (7-17 bases from the 3Ј-end mapped as described in Materials and Methods). Various mutations in K. lactis CS7, including a five-base deletion (shown in Fig. 1B) , reduced TER RNA to undetected levels and abolished telomerase function in vivo (J. Roy and E.H. Blackburn, unpubl.) .
CS5 and CS6 are located within a partially dispensable segment of the K. lactis TER (Roy et al. 1998) . However, CS4 is located in a region previously found to be essential for K. lactis telomerase function: several small deletions and substitutions in and near CS4 (one such deletion is indicated in Fig. 1B ) abolished telomerase activity in vivo and in vitro (Roy et al. 1998) .
Alignment of CS1-CS7 with previously identified conserved sequences in 35 species of vertebrate TERs (Chen et al. 2000) revealed sequence similarity between the Kluyveromyces CS3 and the vertebrate highly conserved CR2. The consensus sequence for CR2 is shown under the CS3 sequence in Figure 1B . CR2 can pair to form part of the predicted pseudoknot structure in vertebrate TERs (Chen et al. 2000) . A two-base substitution in human CR2, the apparent disease-causing mutation in a human family with hereditary dyskeratosis congenita (Vulliamy et al. 2001) , largely abolishes telomerase enzymatic activity in vitro (Comolli et al. 2002) , as does a four-base deletion in the same portion of CR2 that has been associated with aplastic anemia (Vulliamy et al. 2002; H. Ly, E.H. Blackburn, and T.G. Parslow, in prep.) . These human CR2 mutations are indicated in Figure 1B .
Base substitutions in CS3 and CS4 reduce or abolish telomerase function in vivo
We focused on the two yeast TER conserved sequences CS3 and CS4. To determine the effects of mutating them on telomerase action in vivo, we used a previously developed system that marks the action of a mutant telomerase by including a single-base mutation (called Bcl) in the TER template (Roy et al. 1998) . The Bcl mutation is incorporated to the nascent telomeric repeats, generating BclI restriction sites, but otherwise is phenotypically silent and does not affect telomere length or telomerase activity (McEachern et al. 2002) . Thus the BclI mutation can be included along with any mutation of interest in a test TER gene, to monitor the action of telomerase (Roy et al. 1998) . Diminished telomerase activity causes decreased Bcl repeat incorporation and shorter telomeres. Complete lack of telomerase activity results in no BclI repeats, severe telomere shortening, and senescence. Survivors then emerge that maintain their telomeres by an alternative recombination pathway with a characteristic profile of heterogeneous telomeric restriction fragments (McEachern and Blackburn 1996) . The incorporation of BclI sites and the appearance of the telomeric DNA profile are analyzed by Southern blot analysis of genomic DNA ( Fig. 2A) , or by cloning and sequencing telomeres.
To further dissect the functions of CS3 and CS4, first we analyzed the effects of scanning substitution mutations made along them (Fig. 2B) . The scanning mutations revealed that CS3 and CS4 were both essential for normal telomere length maintenance, Bcl incorporation, and cell growth. The effects of the CS3 and CS4 mutations correlated well with the regions of sequence conservation. Strikingly, transition substitutions as small as 2 nucleotides could completely abolish telomerase activity in vivo, as shown in Figure 2B . The levels of all the mutant RNAs were wild type ( Supplementary Fig. 2CS ). Hence, CS3 and CS4 are essential for telomerase function.
Base-pairing between CS3 and CS4 is required for telomerase function
Vertebrate CR2 is located in an essential pseudoknot element whose specific role is yet unknown (Chen et al. 2000; Martin-Rivera and Blasco 2001) . Aided by secondary structure predictions made by the computer programs X2s (Juan and Wilson 1999) and Mfold (see below), we found a potential pseudoknot element formed by long-range base-pairing between CS3 and CS4 (Fig. 3A) .
The formation of such a pseudoknot structure is consistent with the secondary structure predictions (see below; Fig. 7, below) , in which CS3 and CS4 is each located within a conserved secondary structure locale: a loop closed off by phylogenetically supported base-pairing. We tested the pseudoknot prediction directly, by making mutations in CS3 and CS4 designed to disrupt and restore their putative base-pairing interaction. Five sets of such "P" mutant substitutions were made in CS3 and CS4 (Fig. 3B ). For each of the five P mutant sets, the substitution in either CS3 or CS4 (P single mutant) was tested separately, and also combined in the same mutant TER gene, to restore the predicted CS3-CS4 pairing (P double mutant). We replaced the wild-type gene in K. lactis cells with each mutant TER gene, and analyzed in vivo telomerase action by effects on cell growth, telomere length, the extent of action of the mutant telomerase on telomeres, and telomeric recombination event frequencies. We also analyzed the steady-state cellular TER RNA levels and in vitro activity of telomerases containing such mutated RNAs.
Mutating TER can impair either the expression or assembly of stable telomerase RNP (Roy et al. 1998; Beattie et al. 2000) . However, as with the scanning mutants ( Supplementary Fig. 2C ), all these P mutants had wildtype TER RNA levels in the usual fractions containing telomerase activity after column chromatography Roy et al. 1998 ; data not shown). This was consistent with previous findings, in which TER gene mutations in the CS3 and CS4 regions did not decrease the levels of total TER or telomerase RNP in vivo (Roy et al. 1998) .
Colony growth of each mutant was assessed by serially restreaking single colonies of four independent transformant clones for 12 restreaks, and recording colony growth at each streaking. If telomeres become too short during cell division in the absence of telomerase, cells undergo senescence. If the structure of the telomere terminus is impaired through mutation in the telomeric DNA sequence or in telomere end-binding proteins (Krauskopf and Blackburn 1996; Karlseder et al. 2002; Lei et al. 2002; Mitton-Fry et al. 2002) , telomeres can become uncapped. Such uncapping of telomeres can elicit arrest of cell division, high rates of recombination in and near the telomeric repeats, and/or telomeric fusions, with resulting deleterious effects on chromosome stability and cell growth (Kirk et al. 1997 ; for review, see McEachern et al. 2000) . All 10 single mutations that disrupted the potential base-pairing between CS3 and CS4 caused growth defects. These were alleviated either nearly completely (P1 and P3 double mutants) or significantly (P2, P4, and P5 double mutants) by restoration of the base-pairing in the double mutants (Fig. 3C ). P4 and P5 single mutants underwent senescence indistinguishably from a TER deletion mutant streaked and analyzed in parallel with each CS3/CS4 mutant set. In these strains, large "survivor" colonies emerged in which telomeres have been shown to be maintained, in the absence of telomerase function, by a recombinational mechanism (McEachern and Blackburn 1996) . P1, P2, and P3 single mutants from the outset continuously grew slowly, but with no apparent senescent phase, and showed high variability in colony sizes and rough colonies. Examples of the colony phenotypes for the P3 set of single and double mutations, compared with a wild-type and a TER deletion strain, are shown in Figure 3C .
The effects of the different CS3 and CS4 mutations on cell growth correlated well with their effects on telomerase action on telomeres in vivo. We used the Bcl marker mutation in the TER template described above (see Fig. 2A ). For each P mutant set, the incorporation of BclI sites into telomeres in vivo in the single mutants was reduced compared with wild-type and with its corresponding compensatory double mutant (Fig. 4A) . The P4 and P5 single mutations completely abolished the in vivo action of telomerase, with no incorporation of Bcl repeats being detectable even after 12 restreaks (Fig. 4A , lanes 4,4Ј,5,5Ј; data not shown). The P4 and P5 double mutants had partially restored in vivo activity, as shown by incorporation of BclI sites and the lack of telomeric recombination, although telomeres were relatively short (Fig. 4A,B , lanes 4/4Ј,5/5Ј).
In the P1 single mutants, Bcl sequence incorporation was much lower than wild type and telomeres were very short. Restoration of the potential CS3/CS4 base-pairing in the P1 double mutant restored telomere length and incorporation of BclI repeats to close to wild type (Fig. 4,  lanes 1,1Ј,1/1Ј ). The P2 mutation set had a somewhat different effect: in both P2 single mutants, telomeres became highly recombinagenic even though BclI sites were clearly incorporated (Fig. 4, lanes 2,2Ј) . As previously described (McEachern and Blackburn 1995) , such recombination events included gene conversions between sub- figure) at their sixth passage. The control strains carry the phenotypically wild-type, BclI-marked TER gene (WT), or no insert (⌬) on a plasmid (Tzfati et al. 2000) . DNA was digested with EcoRI restriction endonuclease (− lanes) or double-digested with EcoRI and BclI (+ lanes), separated on a 1% agarose gel, and vacuum-blotted. Hybridization was carried out as described previously (Tzfati et al. 2000) , first with a BclI-specific oligonucleotide probe (data not shown), and then with a wild-type telomeric sequence probe. For simplicity, only the portion of the gel with a group of seven similarly sized telomeric EcoRI restriction fragments (McEachern et al. 2002) in WT K. lactis is shown. The positions of the scanning substitution mutations tested in the CS3 and CS4 regions are indicated above the autoradiograph. Asterisks indicate conserved residues (see Fig. 1A ).
telomeric regions, thereby changing the pattern of restriction fragments, and recombination among the terminal telomeric repeat tracts, which became highly heterogeneous in length. Hence, the P2 single-mutant telomeres exhibited the greatly increased recombination that is one hallmark of compromised capping. In contrast, the compensatory P2 double mutants showed minimal recombination over the course of the 12 serial restreaks (Fig. 4 , lane 2/2Ј; data not shown). The P3 CS3 single mutant showed some clonal variability: in one transformant clone (Fig. 4A, lane 3b) , telomerase action in vivo was apparently abolished, although in the other transformant clone studied, very low activity was seen as assayed by BclI site incorporation (Fig. 4A, lane 3a) . In the 3a clonal line, however, this mutant telomerase failed to protect against high rates of recombination at the telomeres (Fig. 4B, lane 3a) . Again, as with the other four P mutant sets, telomere length and Bcl incorporation were both significantly improved by restoration of the CS3/CS4 pairing potential in the double P3 mutant (Fig. 4, lane 3/3Ј ). Together, these findings provide strong genetic evidence that in vivo base-pairing between CS3 and CS4 is important for TER function.
Effects of CS3 and CS4 mutations on in vitro telomerase activity
We analyzed the in vitro enzymatic activity of telomerase assembled in vivo in cells expressing only the CS3 and/or CS4 mutant TER. With the three different DNA substrate primers shown in Figure 5A and all four dNTPs, including radiolabeled dTTP, wild-type telomerase synthesized the previously characterized elongation products, forming a characteristic series of labeled bands in denaturing gel electrophoresis, as described previously (Fig. 5B, lanes 1,8,16,17 ; data not shown; Fulton and Blackburn 1998; Tzfati et al. 2000) . In contrast, the P1 and P3 single mutations reduced enzyme activity, with (Fig. 1B) are shaded. (B) Five sets of P substitution mutations used to test disruption and restoration of pairing between CS3 and CS4 in K. lactis TER. (Boxed nucleotides) Sequences substituted in the P mutations tested. P1, P2, and P4 are transversions, the P3 mutations are transitions, and P5 combines P1 and P3. Each CS3 and CS4 P mutation was tested separately (single mutant), and in combination to restore predicted CS3/CS4 base-pairing (double mutant). (C) Disruption of CS3/CS4 base-pairing impairs cell colony growth. Representative colony phenotypes for P3 CS3 or CS4 single mutants, and for CS3/4 compensatory double mutants, shown compared with colonies of wild-type (WT) or ter1D deletion (⌬) control strains.
little if any synthesis of these products (Fig. 5B, lanes  2,3,5,9 ,10,12,13). The background bands in these mutant lanes were RNase-insensitive and hence not attributable to telomerase activity, as previously described Tzfati et al. 2000) . A low amount of the +1-nucleotide product from primer 25(12) was seen with the P1 CS3 mutant (Fig. 5B, lane 12, arrow) but not with the P1 CS4 mutant (Fig. 5B, lane 13) . This result is consistent with both the low overall in vivo activity of both P1 single mutants and the slightly higher action of the P1 CS3 mutant telomerase than the P1 CS4 mutant in vivo (Fig. 4, cf. lanes 1 and 1Ј) . Restoration of the CS3/CS4 pairing by the P1 double mutation, which restored telomerase function in vivo (Fig. 4, lane 1/1Ј ) also restored the efficiency and expected patterns of telomerase product formation in vitro (Fig. 5B, lanes 4,  11,14,15,18) . Therefore, the in vivo functioning of the P1 mutants closely reflected their inherent enzymatic activity.
Telomerase RNA mutations in CS3 and CS4 cause shifted template usage in vivo
The P3 CS3 single mutant had very low in vitro activity, consistent with its in vivo phenotypes; however, the in vitro activity of the compensatory double P3 mutant 3/3Ј was also low (Fig. 5B, lane 6) , despite its considerably improved in vivo function (Fig. 4, lane 3/3Ј ). This suggested that the cellular phenotypes may not result solely from reduced telomerase catalytic activity. Another defect in telomeres that can cause cellular growth phenotypes is a change in the telomeric DNA sequence added by telomerase. Therefore, we analyzed the telomeric DNA sequences in the P1-P5 mutants. Telomeric DNA was cloned by a method we reported previously (Tzfati et al. 2000) , which uses ligation of an anchor primer to the end of the telomeric DNA to capture the telomerasesynthesized telomeric DNA strand extending to its 3Ј-most terminal nucleotide. As described previously (Tzfati et al. 2000) , the telomeric DNA clones obtained by this method from cells expressing the P-mutant TERs had total lengths and extents of incorporation of BclI sequences that corresponded to those seen by Southern blotting analyses, validating that these clones were representative of the in vivo telomere populations. Thus, for example, the P3 CS3 single-mutant transformant line whose telomeres had shown no BclI incorporation by Southern blotting analyses (see Fig. 4 , lane 3b) also had no BclI sites in its cloned telomere sequences. The cloned and sequenced telomeres from a different P3 CS3 mutant clonal transformant line, which showed very low Bcl incorporation and high recombination (see Fig. 4 , lane 3a), showed the expected interspersion of the BclIsite-containing repeats within the tracts of otherwise wild-type repeats (data not shown).
The most striking novel feature caused by the P mutations was the appearance of truncated telomeric repeats embedded within tracts of full-length BclI repeats. The sequences of the truncated repeats stopped short of the normal 3Ј and 5Ј template boundaries, indicative of shifted template usage. Examples are shown in Figure 6 . We therefore propose that base changes in CS3 and CS4 distort the spatial relationship between the telomerase active site and the template to cause premature termination of copying before the 5Ј-end of the template is reached. This, in turn, forces the alignment process to rely on any base-pairing that can form between the truncated 3Ј-end of the elongation product and the template, Figure 3B . Digests, wild-type (WT) and Bcl-specific probes, and methods are as described in Figure 2 . The P mutants are indicated above each set of lanes. Lanes 1 and 1Ј indicate the P1 single mutants, lane 1/1Ј indicates the P1 double mutant, and so on. Lanes 3a and 3b are two independent transformant lines of the P3 CS3 mutant (Fig. 3B ). For simplicity, in A only the portion of the gel with a group of seven similarly sized telomeric EcoRI restriction fragments (McEachern et al. 2002) in WT K. lactis is shown. All the telomeric restriction fragments are shown in B.
causing the shifts to a more central portion of the template. This type of shifted template usage was distinct from that caused by disrupting Helix H1, in which copying extended beyond the normal 5Ј boundary of the template, and also the 3Ј-end of the template shifted to a more central location in the template, as described previously (Tzfati et al. 2000 ; Supplemental Material; Supplementary Fig. 3S) .
A phylogenetically conserved set of helices in K. lactis yeast telomerase RNA predicts two alternative conserved core secondary structures
The finding that interaction between CS3 and CS4 (both located ∼400 nucleotides from the template) affects template usage prompted us to examine their possible spatial relationship to the template. Aided by the identification of CS1-CS7 as a guide to sequence alignment, we examined the entire sequences of all six Kluyveromyces spp. TERs for phylogenetic evidence of any predicted core secondary structure. We used the X2s computer program (Juan and Wilson 1999) , which predicts RNA helices based on a scoring system that combines phylogenetic covariation, preserving base-pairing, and calculated helical stability to iteratively search for helices that were strongly predicted in all six TERs. We identified nine such top-ranked conserved helices, H1-H9, plus two paired regions that each forms a long-range pseudoknot (Pseudoknots 1 and 2). Helices H1-H9, ranked in order, have scores from 44 to 20 in the X2s program. In other RNAs, comparably scoring helices have correlated strongly with proven helices (Juan and Wilson 1999) . Helices H1-H9 all fall within regions of the RNA previously shown experimentally to be important for K. lactis TER function (Roy et al. 1998) . The top-ranked helix, H1, is the previously named long-range Pairing 1 located immediately 5Ј of the template that demarcates the 5Ј boundary of the template (Tzfati et al. 2000) . We have not experimentally further tested Helices H2-H9. Pseudoknot 1 has a score of 22. One stem in Pseudoknot 2 is strongly supported by covariation, as shown in Figure  3A . Although the other stem of Pseudoknot 2, the CS3/4 pairing, does not rank high in the X2s program because of its strong primary sequence conservation, as described above, we have shown experimentally that the CS3 and CS4 pairing forms.
Helices H1-H6 and Pseudoknots 1 and 2 together constrain the Kluyveromyces spp. TERs in a predicted con- Figure 5 . Effects of CS3 and CS4 pairing mutations on in vitro telomerase activity. (A) Schematic of in vitro assay for K. lactis telomerase activity using three 12-nucleotide-long DNA primers that can base-pair at different places along the templating domain RNA sequence of K. lactis TER, as described previously . The primers used for in vitro activity reactions in B are shown aligned below the BclI TER RNA template sequence. When supplied with such a DNA primer substrate, and appropriate labeled and unlabeled dNTPs, elongation along the template toward its 3Ј-end extends the primer, producing a series of short elongation products that can be resolved as well-defined bands by electrophoresis in a DNA sequencing gel Tzfati et al. 2000) . Dashed arrows indicate the direction of DNA primer extension by polymerization along the template, with the first nucleotides added indicated above the arrow for each primer. (B) Disruption of CS3/CS4 base-pairing impairs polymerization by K. lactis telomerase. Telomerase activity was assayed in vitro . Telomerase reactions were incubated in the presence of all four dNTPs, or with dCTP or dGTP omitted as indicated below the lanes. Up the sides of the panels are shown the nucleotides predicted to be incorporated at each position, starting at the first nucleotide added to the primer terminus on polymerization along the template. served partial core structure (Conformation A; Fig. 7A ), as indicated by using the X2s program in combination with the Mfold prediction program. This structure was also supported by the Mfold prediction performed directly on these RNAs. A second structure of comparable overall calculated energy, Conformation B (Fig. 7B) , was also well supported by both the Mfold and X2s programs, for all the Kluyveromyces spp. TERs. Conformations A and B share Helices H1-H5. In Conformation B, (1) Helix H6 and predicted Pseudoknot 2 are replaced by alternative Helices H7 and H9; (2) a partial pairing of the templating domain sequence forms Helix H8; and (3) CS3 becomes unpaired from CS4, with CS4 becoming engaged in Helix H9 (Fig. 7B) . Figure 7C shows a linear map of the paired sequences that form H1 and the two predicted pseudoknots, and their positional relationship to the template and conserved sequences CS1-CS7.
Discussion
Here we have presented evidence that a pair of conserved telomerase RNA sequences, CS3 and CS4, and base-pairing between them, are important for the function of budding yeast telomerase. This pairing may be involved in the overall conformation of the yeast telomerase RNA, as it is present in one predicted secondary structure we have called Conformation A.
Consistent with their strong phylogenetic conservation, the primary sequences of CS3 and CS4, as well as their pairing, are also clearly a determinant of their functionality. Restoring the normal number, but not the base identity, of the seven paired bases in some CS3/CS4 double mutants did not fully restore telomerase activity or normal template usage. In contrast, only the basepairing between a different pair of sequences, which form Helix H1 immediately next to the template, is needed for its role in demarcating the 5Ј boundary of the template (Tzfati et al. 2000) . Furthermore, each of the CS3 and CS4 mutations caused highly specific effects, either abolishing or reducing telomerase activity, or causing a distinctive novel type of template shift. Hence, we propose that the CS3/4 sequences are involved in a specific TER structure that influences the spatial relationship of the enzymatic active site to the TER templating domain sequence.
Altering a structure that involves CS3 and CS4 distant in space from the template and active site could cause an allosteric change that is transmitted through the telomerase RNP to the active site. Alternatively, the secondary and tertiary structure of TER could bring CS3 and CS4 spatially close to, or even directly in contact with, the template and active site, possibly as in proposed Conformation A (Fig. 7A) . Further structural studies will be necessary to distinguish between these models.
The ciliate and vertebrate TERs contain a shared pseudoknot, which in vertebrates contains sequence CR2, with some homology to CS3. It has been suggested from in vitro structural probing of in vitro transcribed Tetrahymena telomerase RNA that its pseudoknot may be dynamic (Bhattacharyya and Blackburn 1994) . In addition, recent structural analysis of the human telomerase RNA pseudoknot also suggests that its CR2-containing stem may exist in alternative paired and unpaired states (Antal et al. 2002; Comolli et al. 2002; Theimer et al. 2003) . Analysis of K. lactis telomerase RNA by nondenaturing gel electrophoresis has also provided evidence for conformational flexibility of this RNA (see Supplemental Material; Supplementary Fig. 4S ). Our evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that Conformation A is not maintained when the CS3-CS4 pairing is disrupted.
We propose that during rounds of template copying, the conformation of TER may change with each elongation cycle. Specifically, TER may begin a cycle of template copying in Conformation A, and termination of synthesis and unwinding of the newly extended DNA product from the RNA template may be promoted by conversion of TER into Conformation B. This would be predicted to replace the DNA-template RNA base pairs with the intramolecular RNA-RNA base-pairing that forms Helix H8, which encompasses several of the template bases. Such replacement of base-pairing partners could be energy-neutral, and serve to eject the newly synthesized DNA from the template.
We recently showed that intermolecular pairing of the CR2 pseudoknot stem can mediate functional dimeriza- Figure 6 . Mutating CS3 and CS4 decreases the incorporation of BclI-marked repeats onto telomeres and causes shifted template usage in vivo. PCR products were cloned and sequenced. Examples of telomere clone sequences from cells expressing P mutants. The TER RNA sequences are depicted in black, and the telomeric DNA sequences are colored blue for wild-type repeats, green for Bcl repeats added by the mutant telomerase (the phenotypically silent BclI-marker mutation in the RNA and the corresponding incorporated DNA sequences are boxed), and magenta for DNA sequence indicative of shifted template usage. Above the RNA sequence, the horizontal black bar denotes the maximal template sequence, containing the short repeated sequence at both ends (thicker black bars) thought to be required for realignment and synthesis of multiple telomeric repeats by wild-type telomerase; the red bars are the corresponding regions for the mutant Ters. payment of page charges. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 USC section 1734 solely to indicate this fact.
